The 15th annual Columbia University Film Festival will hit the stage and screen in New York City beginning on Wed., Apr. 3, and Thurs., Apr. 4, with Screenwriters’ Night at the McGraw-Hill Theater, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, and continues Monday, Apr. 8, through Thursday, Apr. 11, at the Clearview East Cinemas, 59th Street East Theater (between 2nd and 3rd Avenues). The festival will then move to Writers Guild of America West in Los Angeles on May 7 and 8.

The 46 films and digital videos to be screened this year range from the dark friendship-tested byبيكينغ city crime, and the funny: a former porn-star leads a skin-flick work-to see yourself more clearly.
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“As a young college graduate in the

1970s, Maura Smith (SoA ’72) set out to build a career in the film industry. Within six years she directed her first feature film, “Towing,” starring the prominent television actors Joe Mantegna and Dennis Franz.

However, Smith made the deci-
sion to focus on her family instead
and especially apt because Zaki

Gordon shared that same special
class. This award is well-deserved,

and its future is likely to come from a

graduating class that looks just like this one: bright, international and diverse,” says Bruce Ferguson, dean of the School of the Arts. The Columbia University Film Festival has earned a reputa-
tion as a place to spot emerging talent. Columbia film stu-
dents have won Student Academy Award Gold Medals four of the last five years. Many young film-
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To write towriting are awesome,” said Dan

Kleinman, chair of the film divi-
sion. “She was a student in one of
my writing classes and would sometimes commute from her home in Chicago just to attend the class. This award is well-deserved, and especially apt because Zaki Gordon shared that same special energy and commitment to film-

making.”

In reviewing submissions for this

year’s Zaki Gordon Award, Gordon said the Columbia screen-

plays were “head and shoulders
above anyone in the country.”

Given this, Gordon also extended
$1,000 awards to three Columbia

students: Ellis Kirwan for “The

New Mary”; Stephen Padilla for

“Street of Dreams,” and Ashley

Rudden for “Echo Queen.”

With only a few weeks remain-
ing until graduation, Smith has
already been contacted by a pro-
ducer who saw her scripts in the

film division’s “script bank.” She
has been hired to write and direct
an independent feature film and
hopes the Zaki Gordon Award will
spur additional opportunities.

For now, Smith is relishing the honor.

“I feel like I won an Academy Award,” said Smith.

IN THE NEWS

New York’s climate in the mid-21st century might be drier, with more frequent droughts, or it might be wetter, with more rainfall, but either way, traditional seasonal cues and rhythms would likely be the Seasonal cues and rhythms would likely be the

The film festival’s events are

sponsored by @radicalmedia, HBO Films, New Line Cinema, Kino’s Video, SAGindie, Tribeca Entertainment, Twentieth Century Fox, Warner Bros. and others.

“The hidden time bomb in today’s world is the loss of genetic diversity between species,” said Don J. Melnick, executive director of the Cen-
ter for Environmental Research and Conservation, and a professor of biology. Melnick, who was cited in an article in the Science section of the “New York Times,” is working to try to keep that

bom from exploding for more than 100 endangered species, the article said.

Watte he demise of Napster, the future of peer-to-peer file-sharing technology, which allows people to pass files to one another without the need for a cen-
tral server, is in question, reported “CNN Money.” Peter Sommer, director of education at Columbia Center for New Media Times, today’s “hidden time bomb” suggests a useful application of the file-sharing technology, which would require little change in people’s thinking.

“From early on I thought these systems would have great edu-
cational applications,” said Sommer. “I think there are possibilities here. If today’s ‘time bomb’ was not so profitable, I am not sure they could survive in terms of a business model.”
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